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Summary and introduction

In its 17th Meeting in Zagreb, 14-16 May 2015, the UNGEGN Working Group on Exonyms resumed the discussion on criteria for the use of exonyms, which had been interrupted after the 10th Meeting in Tainach in 2010. At this Meeting 17 papers were presented, 16 of which are included into these proceedings.

They reflect the difficulties met, when aiming at general, all-comprehensive guidelines for the use of exonyms. They also show that attitudes opposite the use of exonyms has changed. While in 2010 the dominant opinion of the Working Group was still very much in line with UN resolutions demanding a reduction of exonym use and regarding exonym use as an exception rather than ‘normal’ and compatible with UNGEGN’s mission of standardization, the prevailing opinion expressed by the contributions to this book looks at exonyms as inalienable parts of every language and a community’s cultural heritage. This new attitude goes along with being sceptical opposite all attempts to interfere into national sovereignty, e.g. by defining criteria or guidelines for the use of exonyms. Some articles in the book discuss also the concepts of endonyms and exonym, others the position of exonyms in place names data bases, still others existing and projected registers of exonyms. A very interesting contribution deals with exonyms as metaphoric endonyms by the example of Czechia.

The book has been edited by Peter JORDAN and Paul WOODMAN, its layout has been provided by Florian PARTL at the Institute of Urban and Regional Research, Austrian Academy of Sciences, in Vienna.
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